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i23sonnyqari1204giovanniJDM You sir couldn't have said it better. NFS has been long dead for fans, due to them removing away the awesomeness from nfs underground/underground2. Why I'm thinking they tried something different which always ends up screwing things up. Anyways I'm hyped for it,
especially reading about it on such a site like SpeedHunters. We're all ready to hook our rides up 'hopefully' with spoilers/bodykits/rim paints/ lowering options :p It's all excitement, but let's let more trailers come out, because not until we the consumers play the game..can we dictate whether E.A and Ghost

Studios Really did what WE the consumers Asked for Anyway, for argument's sake, let's say that the physics are good, the add on's will be good, the graphics can be good and the add on's reflect a good gameplay. If the cars are slow, and the add on's are slow, the game will be slow. Nothing like what
Underground 2 originally was, so you're making a mess of the good things as you keep on changing and evolving just because you want a bigger audience. Ok so there is a beta and yeah I haven't played it but from what I can tell it's basically the same as the NFS Underground so in a lot of ways it's a

disappointment. This isn't a sim at all and it's not worth the money if you want a fun gaming experience. I was hoping for the kind of racing iRacing is now but this is just a mode for everyone to make the most amount of money, they just add a racing mode to their sim game. No doubt this will sell on ps4
because it's a racing game but it really isn't. Good luck to anybody who buys this because it's a scam.
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if a taxpayer qualifies for the safe harbor de minimis election, the taxpayer does not have to file a form 3115, section 481(a) election, or make an election on form 6115, line 2. the taxpayer can report the de minimis amount using the simplified procedures for small taxpayers as provided in notice 2014-12,
which is published at: see notice 2014-12, 2014-1 cb 1148, for more information on using the simplified procedures. in addition, if you are a temporary resident for the taxable year, you must file a statement ( form 8861) with your timely filed original federal tax return including any extension for the taxable

year in which you elect to use the safe harbor for tax. the statement should include your name, address, and taxpayer identification number, as well as a statement that you are making the election. for more information, see when and how do you make an election provided under the final tangibles
regulations to make these elections, you should attach a statement for each election to your timely filed original federal tax return including any extension for the taxable year in which the amounts subject to the election are paid. each statement should include your name, address, taxpayer identification

number, and a statement describing the election. for some elections, you will need to include a description of the property to which the election is applied. for example, if you qualify and desire to use the de minimis safe harbor election for qualifying amounts paid during your annual taxable year beginning
1-1-2014, you must file a statement with your timely filed original federal tax return for 2014. you must also file a statement with your timely filed original tax return for each subsequent taxable year for which you intend to make such election. 5ec8ef588b
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